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NEWS: Recently the Five Eyes intelligence chiefs from across the globe laid bare the unprecedented 

threat, of China's historically massive theft of intellectual property, trade secrets and personal data. (M) me 

thinks they doth protest too much. Appears China just got better at it than the CIA and their subsidiary 

bandits. FBI Director Christopher Wray warned on 60 Minutes on CBS that he believes China represents 

the defining threat of this generation. There is no country that presents a broader, more comprehensive 

threat to our ideas, our innovation, our economic security and ultimately, our national security. We have 

seen efforts by the Chinese government, trying to steal intellectual property, trade secrets, personal data all 

across the country, he added, revealing that there are currently 2,000 active U.S. investigations related to 

Chinese government efforts to steal information. What about the US Intelligence stealing American’s data 

and selling it? What about all the patents the American’s have stolen? When I say American I mean the 

Crown as it is still owned by them. Why are there even patents to begin with? There are no new ideas, only 

pulled from the collective consciousness. We're talking about agriculture, biotech, health care, robotics, 

aviation, academic research, said Wray, who noted it's not just a Wall Street problem, it's a main street 

problem that costs workers their jobs. Ignoring the fact that America closed down all its own 

manufacturing industry, ignore the fact the Bushes sold off California to the Chinese 20 years back, where 

was the “Chinese” threat issue then? Ignoring the fact that Americans sold all of our military hardware to a 

Chinese group and have been leasing it back for at least the last 7 years, wasn’t that a threat? Or the fact 

we warned the American generals, State Dept, Agencies and the Trump government this country was being 

asset stripped, mainly to Chinese investors, again ignored and now it is suddenly a problem? You have in 

China the biggest hacking program in the world by far, bigger than every other major nation combined. 

Wray was joined by intelligence leaders from Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, 

known as the Five Eyes. All countries spy, all governments have a need to be covertly informed, all 

countries seek strategic advantage, Australian Security Intelligence Organization Director-General Mike 

Burgess conceded on the program. “All governments have a need to be covertly informed” has anyone 

asked why? Why the fear? It would be nice if some General, President or Agency person explained in 

common sense detail of why we need to spy? A clear waste of resources. But the behavior we're talking 

about here goes well beyond traditional espionage, Burgess emphasized. This scale of the theft is 

unprecedented in human history, and that's why we're calling it out. The problem is this, whilst America 

was off playing war games in 81 countries, the Chinese built their economies, whilst America ruined theirs 

with Military spending only. No investment in infrastructure, care, schools, archaic government systems, 

over bloated government personnel and has been ran by the likes of AIPAC, Soros and Rothschilds and 

Wall Street bankers along with the Jewish Federal Reserve and syphoned the countries of America, Britain, 

Canada, Australia and New Zealand, oh look it is all the 5 eyes countries. China took the money and built 

an economy, an infrastructure and did not invade nearly half of the countries around the world, at the 

behest of these same 5 eyes clowns. The greatest question is; why do we need intelligence agencies? What 
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benefit have they ever offered the public? Nothing except lies that got our sons and daughters killed with 

the fake intel and news. 

 

Caribbean nations are demanding trillions of dollars and a formal apology from European countries for 

their involvement in the transatlantic slave trade. Such a deal could affect other nations for their 

involvement, including the US. Caricom, a union of 15 Caribbean countries, has unveiled a ten-point plan 

to negotiate a financial settlement with Britain, France, Spain and Denmark, aiming for international 

reconciliation. This ambitious plan includes financial reparations, a full formal apology, funding for 

education and healthcare, technology transfers and even debt cancellation. The reparation monies needs to 

come out of the Jewish families who ran the slave ships and organized and profited from that trade. 

Penalizing whole countries and its people is not the right way to go about things, it will be yet again 

making the people pay for something that had largely nothing to do with them. A report by American 

consulting firm Brattle for Caricom revealed jaw-dropping figures: Britain owes $19.6 trillion, Spain owes 

$6.3 trillion and France owes $6.5 trillion, while Jamaica is owed a staggering $9.5 trillion. While the King 

of the Netherlands offered a formal apology for his nation’s ties to slavery, the British Government has not 

taken a similar step. Making modern day people pay for what some of our ancestors did to me, is just plain 

wrong. With all this black reparation money ideas floating around, here is a white reparation idea, return 

all monies paid to the Militaries of Russia, America, Australia, New Zealand and Europe since WW1 to the 

people, given all of it was spent under false pretenses. 

 

More bioweapons clownery ongoing, this time in Africa. Remember the original bio-lab was in Egypt and 

moved to Italy, as per our Expose episode 6. Yet more involvement by the US in these matters. The US is 

exploiting Africa as a testing ground and is relocating unfinished biological weapons projects from 

Ukraine, to the continent under the guise of public health programs, the Russian Defense Ministry has 

claimed. Lieutenant General Igor Kirillov, head of the Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Protection Troops 

of the Russian Armed Forces, alleged on Tuesday that illegal experiments are continuing in Nigeria, in 

addition to a host of African countries listed in a previous report. The project is being led by America’s 

Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA), the National Security Agency (NSA), and the State 

Department, he added. According to Kirillov, Washington claims that biological projects in Nigeria are 

aimed at combating HIV/AIDS. He cited recent figures showing that 60% of Nigerians suffering from the 

disease, have received antivirus therapy using products from Pentagon-affiliated biopharmaceutical 

company Gilead Sciences, which Kirillov said had previously tested its drugs on Ukrainians. Gilead 

Sciences is Jewish, which tells you who the Pentagon puppets work for. However, the effectiveness of this 

program raises serious concerns. Despite annual funding increases totaling about $100 million, the HIV 

incidence rate has remained virtually unchanged and corresponds with 2009 figures. The mortality among 

HIV-infected people also shows unfavorable progression, the Russian official stated. This suggests that 

American pharmaceuticals, even with the documented increase in consumption in Nigeria, do not have a 

tangible therapeutic impact and Nigerian citizens are being exploited as a free clinical resource. The 
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Russian Defense Ministry claimed that a three-year contract signed between DTRA and American non-

profit RTI International in August 2022, to monitor infectious disease threats in Africa’s largest economy is 

part of the Pentagon’s broader biological espionage schemes. This includes, analyzing the epidemic 

situation along the borders of geopolitical adversaries and in the expected regions of military contingent 

deployment. Moscow also claims to have documents confirming that the Pentagon was spying on the 

biological situation in Iraq and Afghanistan bordering China, Türkiye, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. Earlier 

last month, the Russian Defense Ministry claimed the US was transferring dual-purpose biological 

research activities to the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Sierra Leone, Cameroon, Uganda and South 

Africa. The move came after Moscow repeatedly exposed the Pentagon’s illegal military-biological 

operations in Europe, including Ukraine. Remember the original Russian statement in February 2021 was, 

to stop the spread of biological agents being used on Ukrainians and also stop the Ukrainian authorities 

killing loads of Russians in Ukraine and many of their own. Ukraine’s population has gone down from 

50M to 33M this century and a loss of 10M since 2015, some are stating those figures have been lowered 

and many more Ukrainians are missing or dead. The intel report I got from on the ground in Ukraine 

during the war in 2014 was, the Ukraine government and lackeys had genocided 8M of their own people. 

 

We've all seen ridiculous fees at some point from hotels, ticket sellers, car rental companies, and banks. In 

some cases, we discover a so-called mandatory fee when we're about to pay. Hidden fees allow a business 

to essentially hide the price for as long as possible and discourage true comparison shopping. Those tricky 

tactics are once again under a microscope. The Federal Trade Commission is proposing a rule that, if 

finalized, would ban businesses from using hidden fees, require honest pricing and ensure consumers know 

how much they are paying up front. Now there is a common sense solution. 

 

Here is another move against the system of harvesters, this time against Amazon. The Federal Trade 

Commission and 17 state attorneys general filed a sweeping antitrust lawsuit against Amazon. They are 

seeking to bar the company from allegedly abusing its powers to raise prices for shoppers and levy high 

fees against businesses that sell on its platform. The long-awaited lawsuit, filed in Western Washington 

district court, marks a historic political test of one of the world’s most influential companies, as well as the 

regulators who have promised for years to rein in its allegedly monopolistic practices. The FTC alleges 

that Amazon engages in illegal behavior in both its online shopping marketplace and in the many services 

it offers to third-party sellers, allowing the company to extract monopoly rents from everyone within its 

reach. This means Amazon can boost its own products in search results over others that are better quality, 

and charge costly fees to sellers that rely on the tech giant to stay in business. Amazon should have been 

dealt with earlier, it is a complete monopoly and goes against all free trade rules and regulations. Like 

Microsoft and Go-ogle before them and even Walmart, they stifle the other businesses and rely on internet 

cheating to push their ads to the top of all search engines. 
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The fake election regardless of the result in 2020 rumbles on. Yes people will cite the votes were not 

counted right, that is the effect. But the cause is not as obvious to many American’s, the cause of the fake 

election is, you are not voting for a government, you haven’t had one since 1871. You are voting for a 

highly organized coup and heist of your own country, voting perpetuates it. Elon Musk labeled recent 

reports about government-led censorship prior to the 2020 presidential election as a big deal. Musk wrote 

in response to Judiciary Committee Chair Jim Jordan’s (R-Ohio) series of posts on social media platform 

X, which revealed the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) involvement in the creation of a 

disinformation group at Stanford University. The House Judiciary Committee’s interim report, spanning 

103 pages, contained emails and internal communications that detailed how a group known as the Election 

Integrity Partnership (EIP) worked with the Department of Homeland Security's Cybersecurity and 

Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) to suppress and remove certain online speech. Prominent figures 

such as then-President Donald Trump, Sen. Thom Tillis (R-N.C.), Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.), 

Rep. Thomas Massie (R-Ky.), former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee, plus former House Speaker 

Newt Gingrich reportedly had their social media postings marked as misinformation. The report claimed 

the federal government’s effort, under the influence of CISA's Countering Foreign Influence Task Force, 

was to censor Americans engaged in core political speech in the lead up to the 2020 election. The sheer 

irony of the meme Russian collusion, yet as we have proven in our shows, the real interference of elections 

is firmly within our own borders. Done by traitorous bought and paid for lackeys of the Jewish junta. 

Meanwhile, a majority of Americans are fearful that artificial intelligence (AI) will be a major catalyst for 

spreading misinformation in the upcoming 2024 presidential election, according to a recent poll. The 

solution to that is, don’t vote then. If no one votes, this corrupt system ends and then we can get on with 

restoring the country and the people. 

 

James Comer's committee is keeping the pressure on. Days after releasing a video showing a direct link 

between a Chinese energy company and now-President Joe Biden's bank account, the House Committee on 

Oversight and Accountability announced, the White House not being cooperative when it comes to 

clearing up questions about the Biden family's dodgy financial practices. And considering the stakes 

involved, that should make the American people furious. Indeed, but where is the enforcement authorities 

on this? A criminal act has been found and yet no arrests and no questioning. Why are politicians any 

different? Or are they under the same cloak of deceit as the Agencies with their National Security Act? The 

Oversight Committee published a social media post declaring that the White House, today made clear to us 

that President Biden is refusing to hand over loan documents for any loans he provided to his brother, 

James Biden. We’ve exposed nearly a quarter of a million of dollars that James Biden sent to Joe Biden as 

loan repayments, that were funded by laundered China money and influence peddling schemes, the 

committee stated. Is this what 'the most transparent administration in history is supposed to look like? 

About as transparent as dark matter. 
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More positive news emerging from the fake world of climate change. A climate change scientist has 

claimed the world's leading academic journals reject papers, which don't support certain narratives about 

the issue and instead favor distorted research which hypes up dangers rather than solutions. Patrick T. 

Brown, a lecturer at Johns Hopkins University and doctor of earth and climate sciences, said editors at 

Nature and Science, two of the most prestigious scientific journals, select climate papers that support 

certain preapproved narratives. Brown likened the approach to the way the press focus so intently on 

climate change as the root cause of wildfires, including the recent devastating fires in Hawaii. He pointed 

out research that said 80 percent of wildfires are ignited by humans. Brown gave the example of a paper he 

recently authored titled; Climate warming increases extreme daily wildfire growth risk in California. 

Brown said the paper, published in Nature last week, focuses exclusively on how climate change has 

affected extreme wildfire behavior and ignored other key factors. Brown laid out his claims in an article 

titled; I left out the full truth to get my climate change paper published. I just got published in Nature 

because I stuck to a narrative, I knew the editors would like. That’s not the way science should work, he 

said. Indeed, but pleased there is someone from Johns Hopkins actually with some common sense. The 

facts are: it is actually cooler than 1999, there is more ice globally now than the last century, the earth is 

40% greener. There appears to be less landing hitting hurricanes and less tornadoes also. Every summer the 

ice begins to melt and the media clowns go ooh look ice melting, its climate change, no its summer 

jackasses. The great question with all those facts is; it appears the climate change on the planet is getting 

better, does that suggest there is another species who can’t handle the Earth’s climate operating in the right 

way? 

 

In 2020 Israel produced its own version of Greta Thunberg, a poster boy luring Israelis to take the 

vaccines. Curiously the young boy who is Jewish had blonde hair, all of you will recognize the 

significance of that ploy. Have you ever seen a Jewish boy with natural blonde hair? It may be rare, but 

was it dyed that color for maximum effect? I guess we will never know. As that same 8-year-old Israeli boy 

featured in a video promoting the Covid-19 vaccine died suddenly last month from sudden cardiac arrest. It 

was never mentioned in the press and kept quiet by the family. Yonatan Moshe Erlichman, the son and 

grandson of prominent Israeli doctors, almost drowned in the bathtub after his heart stopped on the eve of 

Yom Kippur. Although paramedics were able to revive him, he died several days later on Sept. 28. In 2020, 

Erlichman appeared in a video with Shuski, described as a friendly puppet child, urging viewers to get the 

Covid-19 vaccine when it became available. Describing Erlichman as the poster child for Israel's vaccine 

campaign, LifeSiteNews shared the government-sponsored video featuring the boy, released just prior to 

the introduction of the Covid-19 vaccines in Israel. Did the fake war that followed just after that, cover up 

this disturbing event? given lots of Israelis are questioning the jabs and Pfizer. Many people outside of THI 

will go don’t be ridiculous, they wouldn’t do that – that is how they do, do that, as people disbelieve what 

is in front of them. 
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Russia has been forced to issue yet another formal denial that Vladimir Putin has been replaced by a body 

double. In a bizarre statement on Saturday, the Kremlin insisted: We have only one Putin. Why is it a 

bizarre statement to counteract the narrative? See how they manipulate the narrative with negative 

descriptions? It follows a swirl of speculation that the dictator died ten days ago and has been replaced by 

one doppelgänger - or several. A Japanese study using hi-tech AI science suggested there are several 

Putin’s, assumed to be actors who have undergone plastic surgery and training by his ex-KGB secret 

service. There are doubles and triples everywhere and have been for a long time. Why is it coming to light 

now? because of desperation on behalf of the system, the Day of the Svarog and the truth frequency. And 

remember they always accuse others of doing what they do or have done. Several Russian sources have 

accused the Kremlin of hiding from the world that Putin died last month after long-term cancer in the 

midst of his war against Ukraine. There were claims that his nearest and dearest held a wake for the 

departed dictator. The real Putin died in 2015, as was revealed to us by several high-level officials in 

Russia. So, what they are revealing is, what should have been said in 2015, because the Putin they are 

saying has been replaced, was the double replacement. I recently had a discussion with some people 

around 6 weeks ago regarding Putin, I was asked whether this Putin will be receptive to us? My reply was, 

if the time is right and he is not, they will replace him. Who is they some may ask? Work it out yourself, 

you have been given the information. 

 

Defiance against the system should always be our stance, not fear. All they have left now is, to put people 

in fear and get them to back down. Hiding now is not an option, if we are to succeed together. Ignore what 

they are doing, it is our time to focus on what we are doing. We are doing far more damage to them than 

they are to us now. Let us not let them off the hook due to fear. 

 

SOCIETY NEWS: Parents at a south London school raised a formal complaint against a teacher who told 

their students they would be punished for rejecting LGBT ideology. Stationers’ Crown Woods Academy in 

London, already had several LGBT-promoting events and the students were introduced to the flag and 

badges in support of allegiance to the LGBTQ community. The teacher, who allegedly identifies as 

LGBTQ, told his students they would be dealt with severely, if they objected to being instructed about 

LGBTQ relationships. That is not a teacher, that is an agenda driven mind controlled bot person. 

 

White evangelical Americans are more willing to endorse political violence than their non-Christian 

counterparts, according to a new survey from the Public Religion Research Institute (PRRI). Concerns 

about political violence have been on the rise since the January 6, 2021, attack on the U.S. Capitol, when 

supporters of former President Donald Trump violently stormed the building in an ill-fated attempt to 

overturn the results of the 2020 presidential election. White evangelicals, while not collectively responsible 

for January 6 attack, are among Trump's most loyal supporters. See how they rope in targeted groups into 

the narrative to steer it? The march which was labeled a riot, is now associated with Christians and a failed 

President. Impressive on their part, but it’s all a lie. January 6th was a Democrat false flag to deflect the lies 
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of the election results and other criminalities of the Biden’s. The PRRI poll, released on Wednesday, 

included what it called disturbing results that found almost one-fourth of all Americans agree with the 

following statement: Because things have gotten so far off track, true American patriots may have to resort 

to violence in order to save our country. The new survey found that 23 percent of respondents agreed in 

2023, up from 15 percent in 2021. Among white evangelical Protestants, 31 percent supported the 

statement, significantly more than non-Christians and religiously unaffiliated Americans, both groups that 

were open to political violence at the average level of 23 percent. Every other Christian group surveyed 

supported political violence at rates significantly lower than evangelicals, with some of the groups also 

supporting the statement less than non-Christians. The statement was supported by 25 percent of white 

non-evangelical Protestants and 24 percent of Black Protestants. Only 21 percent of Hispanic Catholics 

and 20 percent of white Catholics were in favor of potential violence. The survey notes that there were no 

differences by church attendance in the results among white Christians, without specifying whether 

attendance affected results from the other races surveyed. What that passage reveals is; another attack on 

the whites, as the survey was largely done to cast whites in negative light. An attack on the Christians 

again, which country has a massive problem of violence against Christians in their own country? Israel. 

The same people, same problem and the same lies. While support for the political violence statement 

increased in all groups, the biggest increase was seen among non-Christian religious people, skyrocketing 

from 9 percent in 2021 to 23 percent in 2023. White evangelicals saw a somewhat less dramatic increase, 

going from 24 to 31 percent. However, religion did not appear to be the biggest factor in determining 

whether respondents would be willing to support political violence. Political affiliation, in particular 

support for Trump and his false claims of a stolen 2020 election, appeared to play a far greater role. 

Republicans, at 33 percent, were the most likely major political group to support efforts to save the country 

by resorting to violence. Only 13 percent of Democrats agreed while independents split the difference at 22 

percent. Republicans who support Trump were more than twice as likely to agree with the statement than 

those who do not, by a margin of 41 to 16 percent. Earlier this month, political analyst Brian Klass, a 

frequent Trump critic, warned that a small subset of the ex-president's supporters were, highly likely to 

attempt to kill others before the 2024 presidential election. There goes the fear-based statement, these 

people are violent killers, where is the evidence of such? How many politicians can you remember being 

killed in this lifetime? A handful? Most of which as we know was done by Agency and Mafia criminals. 

Survey respondents most supportive of true American patriots resorting to violence, were those who said 

that they believed in a stolen 2020 election. Almost half of those who supported the falsehood, 46 percent, 

indicated that they would be willing to support violence, while 13 percent of Americans who said that the 

election was not stolen agreed. Americans who longed for a return to the values of the 1950s, at 30 percent, 

were also more likely to support potential violence than their counterparts. Among those who did not agree 

that the country had changed for the worse since the 50s, prior to the passage of the Civil Rights Act, 14 

percent supported the statement. The survey was conducted by PRRI via online interviews with 2,525 U.S. 

adults nationwide between August 25 and August 30. It has a 2.19 percent margin of error. Here are some 

facts that people need to understand. A patriot is Fascism, it is supporting the love of a country over its 
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people. All elections are stolen from the people, they ask us to vote for their candidates, not ours. 

Christianity is a fake religion created by the very same people who are orchestrating these incidents and 

reports. If you replace the word of an attack on Christianity, with an attack on white people, then you are 

beginning to see the truth. Parents in a Massachusetts school district are expressing their dissatisfaction 

with a decision made to eliminate advanced math classes for middle school students, due to noticeable 

racial disparities within the program. Cambridge Public Schools observed that a significant majority of 

students in advanced math tracks were White and Asian, while the lower-level classes were predominantly 

made up of Black and Latino students. The shift in policy, along with additional complications brought 

about by the Covid-19 pandemic, has led to none of the district’s four middle schools offering Algebra I. 

Dumbing down all children to fulfill an agenda? And they call that teaching? That is the definition of 

racism right there, discriminating against Asians and Whites because other races are not clever enough? 

Again the effect and not the cause. The great question is, why are the black and Latinos not as advanced? 

 

A screen capture on Mewe recently brought into stark reality the lies about America, in relations to guns. 

Rifles killed 403, knives or cutting instruments 1591, handguns 7032 all unnecessary deaths totaling 9026. 

Which is a pleasantly surprisingly low figure given there are more guns in this country than people. 

Another stark analysis of those figures, doesn’t take into account the number of gangland murders that 

plague this country, particularly since many of them come through the Southern border. How much lower 

would figures be, if they were stopped and or dealt with? Yet around 45% of all gun incidences are suicide, 

which again would lower the amount of “gun crime”. American suicide deaths increased in 2022, rising 

from 48,183 deaths in 2021 to an estimated 49,449 deaths in 2022, an increase of approximately 2.6%. So 

guns deaths are 9026 and suicide is around 49000. One is a problem that is highlighted, the other is 

ignored. Why? Because the highest category of suicides is white men, 37k of that 49K are white men. In 

fact 80% of all suicides are male, yet where is the outrage or highlighting of that fact? It doesn’t fit the 

agenda is why, leaving the most maligned group on the planet the white, heterosexual, male, as there are 

zero programs of support for them, unlike every other group, I wonder why? Overall the focus on gun 

crime is as per usual the effect, not the cause. As most gun crimes are gangland related and not the general 

public. Another figure of deaths not addressed either, due to other agendas is, abortion. That is responsible 

for 862K deaths per year in America. A Johns Hopkins study over 8 years found that around 250K deaths 

per year where down to medical malpractices. Even the lowest estimate was 100K a year, where is the 

outrage for that? 10 percent of all U.S. deaths are now due to medical error. Third highest cause of death in 

the U.S. is medical error, way ahead of gun crime. More than one-third, or 34%, of American physicians 

have been sued over allegations of medical malpractice, according to a 2016 American Medical 

Association survey, and nearly half of those (16.8%) have faced two or more lawsuits. Automobile deaths 

haven’t changed despite the so called safety drive of seat belts and speed restrictions, they run at 45K per 

year, where is the outrage over that? Around 4750 people die each year from work place accidents, that is 

13-14 people per day, where is the outrage for that? Military deaths next, for American soldiers. All 

Military deaths are unnecessary as not a single war connected to this country has been for the benefit or the 
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safety of the people. 4500 is the official figure who died in Iraq, yet hundreds if not thousands of body 

bags were brought back under the cover of darkness and National Security. Which tells you they cheated 

the figures, where was the outrage for that? Again notice the media contradictions and hand picking agenda 

pieces to highlight. 

 

Here is another attempt by the media to force people into accepting their narrative. The opening part seems 

to overlap THI and our book FHSTOS. Right-wing fake history is making a big comeback, but it never 

went away said the author. But there is no right wing or left wing to start with or go away. Clown based 

bird politics to create the illusion of separation and promote division. How so-called intelligent people 

cannot see that is beyond my comprehension. Then the author says this: The phonetic resemblance of the 

word history to story, which can be anything from a factual narrative to a fairy tale, should warn us about 

the pretended objectivity of any interpretation of past events. The ambiguous nature of the discipline is 

even more obvious in foreign languages: In German, history and story are the same word, Geschichte. The 

French word histoire also does double duty; Quelle histoire! means what a story! but inevitably conveys a 

subtext of doubtful credibility. Now isn’t that interesting? History to our story being questioned as a 

potential fairy tale and then saying we should dismiss past events. Steering the narrative much? The 

mentions of translations in German and French will not be lost on our book team either. The author said, It 

is hardly surprising that ideologues are tempted to hijack history to vindicate their worldview, just like the 

media then, yet one is right and one is wrong, there goes the contradictin’ ma contradictions again. The 

paradox is this: Their ideas are not supported by facts, evidence or empirically derived data. Actually not 

true, it is supported by facts and evidence unlike the media who just make statements. As for empirically 

derived data, which means it is based on observation, depends on who is the observer and their objective 

does it not. FHSTOS was presented as a set on information and compiled from many documents and 

pieces, I asked the listeners to research and find their own proof and truth. But not these people, believe or 

listen to me or you are a traitor, white supremacist, jihadist, nihilist and many other names. The author 

went on, as Kellyanne Conway put it, they are alternative facts. Saying that the Civil War wasn’t about 

slavery, the death camps never existed and Donald Trump was duly elected in 2020 are all symptoms of 

epistemological nihilism: If literally nothing can be proved, let’s repeat our version over and over while 

coercing schoolchildren to memorize it at taxpayer expense. Oh my, the classic of accusing others of doing 

what they are doing and have done for the last century. The current political struggle, whether at the ballot 

box or in the pages of real or imagined history, is not just a struggle for the country. It is a struggle over the 

nature of reality itself. Indeed, but have they defined reality? Mike Lofgren's second book, The Deep State: 

The Fall of the Constitution and the Rise of a Shadow Government, was published on January 5, 2016. In 

this book, Lofgren takes his deep state argument a step further than he had put forward first in his essay: he 

paints a gripping portrait of the dismal swamp on the Potomac and the revolution it will take to reclaim our 

government and set us back on course. Which is a useful topic, but perhaps his opinions are too muddied 

by faction wars? Happily to be corrected. Another example of the denigration of women, predictably the 

report did not highlight which religion or race this couple were connected to, as that will be the key to it. A 
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22-year-old woman held her fiancé, 25, close to her heart, believing they were a perfect match, the ones 

meant for each other. The proposal, which happened eight months ago, was a joyous occasion and they had 

plans for a relatively small wedding just two days away. Love was in the air and everything seemed 

perfect. But then, just days before their special day, the woman’s world was turned upside down when her 

fiancé approached her with an utterly absurd request. That his father inspect her hymen in the presence of 

his brothers and uncles to check her virginity. He claimed he was dead serious and explained that in his 

family, a bride’s virginity is inspected by the father the night before the wedding to determine her purity. 

Seriously, I mean what in the name of Satan’s portion is that? Invading the sacred space of a woman and 

let’s get all the males to leer at her pussy? Utterly disgraceful and I hope the woman told them all where to 

go and never to come near here again. To get married we have to do a family porn show? Mind boggling. 

If it is so important for the female to be a virgin, then why isn’t it important for the male to be a virgin as 

well? Yet more contradictory ideologies and policies, designed for weak males to lord over their female 

counterparts. So, who do we suspect was behind this? Israelis? Arabs or Mormons? All the same anti-

woman cults. That is not love, that is an abomination based upon fear. In the absence of love, fear reigns 

and destroys your life and you from the inside out. In essence you become a rotten corpse, fear is a virus 

and anti-love, how can you evolve with that virus inside of you? The answer is, you can’t. 

 

EXPOSE: Continuing our Expose series on the events happening in Gaza, as it is important to document it 

all. 10/30 Israel's Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has rejected calls for a ceasefire in Gaza, saying it 

would amount to a surrender to Hamas, saying this is a time for war. But you are Hamas Netanyahu, so 

how can you surrender to yourself? 

 

The backlash against ordinary Jewish people is well underway now, just as we warned and what I feared. 

Yet again the Jewish EL-ites put their own people under threat. Israel has urged Russia to protect all its 

citizens and all Jews after a large mob shouting antisemitic slogans stormed a Dagestan airport. Video 

footage on social media showed an angry crowd running through the airport in Makhachkala seeking 

people arriving on a flight from Tel Aviv. Some of the crowd ran on to the runway and surrounded aircraft 

there. Russia's aviation agency Rosaviatsia said security forces later brought the situation under control. 

 

More evidence of people standing up and vocalizing care for others. The Italian politician Alessandro Di 

Battista on Israel’s bombardment of Gaza: Why have you not said a word in 17 years against the military 

occupation, against an open-air prison which is a concentration camp? Where a people suffers, the most 

forgotten people on the planet, you should be ashamed of yourselves!  

 

Here is a heartening piece and finally Americans, the most damaged peoples courtesy of the Israeli junta 

are fighting back. Protesters on Friday 11/3 attempted to stop a military ship from leaving the Port of 

Oakland in California. The vessel is reportedly set to depart for Israel with supplies. The Arab Resource 

and Organizing Center, which organized the protest, told local news outlets that as many as 1,000 people 
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participated in the demonstration against U.S. military support for Israel. Maybe that will be the start of 

people asking questions of the US Military as well, because they are another Jewish EL-ite puppet 

organization. 

 

Now other parts of the world are deciding to cut ties with Israel. This may seem as something not too big, 

but if you think of it in terms of energy, then it is. Less of their negative energy and influence is what we 

all need, including the Jewish people. Turkey became the first member of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) to recall its ambassador to Israel, amid the country's tumultuous ongoing conflict 

against Hamas. Turkey is the latest of a handful of nations to recall their ambassadors to Israel, following 

in the footsteps of Honduras, Bahrain, Chile, Colombia, and Jordan. These decisions came after Bolivia 

became the first nation to fully cut diplomatic ties with Israel over its treatment of Palestinians in Gaza 

since October 7. 

 

A woman in Israel was arrested for supporting Hamas. Do people ask what she is expected to do instead? 

Cheer the Israelis killing her own people? arrange a street party lottery and all clap when the bombs reign 

down, like a sadistic game of Israeli roulette? Chant slogans of hey isn’t great that we have no electricity, 

phones, food or supermarkets, because those lovely Israelis have taken them away. The child level 

hypocrisy is both staggering and revealing in equal measure. 

 

A Florida state representative, identified online as Republican Michelle Salzman, has gone viral on social 

media for shouting all of them, after being asked how many dead Palestinians will be enough during a 

Florida Senate session. Only one person stood up and complained. Imagine if Ilhan Omar said the same 

about Jews, the uproar would be off the Richter scale. Salzman who looks Jewish to me although not 

confirmed, I wonder if she is related to Nancy Salzman a co-founder of Nxium, give Michelle was a 

former exotic dancer. 

 

Did we not tell you there are elements of Jewish infiltration and indeed the running of operations for 

Palestinian groups, Hamas, Hezbollah, Iran and many other so called enemies of the apartheid usurper in 

the fake State. Here is another example, the organizer of this weekend’s Armistice Day anti-Israel march 

worked for the Jewish Labour leader Sir Keir Starmer until this week. Ben Soffa is the Secretary of the 

Palestine Solidarity Campaign, who have led the marches through London for the last four weeks. Yet until 

just days ago hard-left Soffa was also the Labour Party’s £61,000 Head of Digital Organizing. Marches are 

being used as tools to collect data on the people on them, which is a fear tactic and also for the media to 

say child level name calling and talk Holocaust scripts. 

 

Remember we said at the beginning that Israel was complicit in the attacks by alleged Hamas terrorists 

against their own people? Well here we go with some truth. Israel's signals intelligence agency stopped 

monitoring Hamas' radio communications last year because they believed it was a waste of time, according 
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to a report from The New York Times, of all people. The report, which detailed Israeli intelligence and 

security failures that precipitated Hamas' deadly terror attacks earlier this month, said that Israeli officials 

also noticed an unusual level of Hamas activity in the Gaza Strip the night before the attacks. But they 

couldn't figure out if the Palestinian militant group was planning on starting a war or just conducting 

another military exercise, according to the report. Eventually, Israeli officials convinced themselves it was 

just a nighttime exercise. But that assessment might have been different had they continued monitoring 

Hamas' hand-held radio communications, the report said. The next day, on October 7, Hamas carried out a 

series of attacks in Israel that claimed more than 1,400 lives. There you have it. The report will state it was 

a lapse, I will say it wasn’t a lapse it was a deliberate act to ignore it, as they were in on the planning of it 

all. I would go a step further and state, they did the whole operation themselves. I warned about the 

cornered snake lashing out, it did. But now that snake needs to be captured and its head cut off for the final 

time. Then the world can live far more peaceably. Here is an explosive bombshell that supports further the 

“Hamas” attack was staged, but not just by Israelis, but Americans as well. Israeli opposition leader Yair 

Lapid is demanding answers from U.S. media outlets in response to a Wednesday report, indicating that 

several journalists were embedded with Hamas terrorists in the early stages of their attack on Israel. The 

same way the international media is always asking for a response from us, we are now demanding a 

response from them, Lapid wrote in a post last week. Who are these journalists? Were they involved in the 

attack? Did they know in advance? And are you going to fire them? Lapid asked in an accompanying video 

message. Who are they? CIA agents. Were they involved? Yes, as part of a clearly now pre-planned attack, 

as a preface to commit genocide and clear the Palestinians out. Did they know in advance? Simply, yes 

otherwise they wouldn’t have been there. Are you going to fire them? No, in America we award medals for 

killing people and the National Security Act covers up the crimes. 

 

The English Football Association will write to clubs advising players should not use the phrase from river 

to the sea in social media posts, as it is considered offensive to many. Most people will ignore that 

statement as irrelevant, but let’s look into what they just said. “It is considered offensive to many”? who 

are the many? Where is the evidence of that statement? There is none, it is just a mind meme for lazy bot 

level people to follow. It is steering the flow of the narrative, but critical thinking negates it. But 0.2% is 

not the many, by any means, as the majority of the world have never heard the statement. 0.2% is the world 

populace are Jewish, funny how such a small populace can control virtually every aspect of society, isn’t 

it? So their opening statement is based upon a lie. In fact to put it into perspective, that amount of Jewish 

around the world, is less than the population of California, Texas, Florida and New York individually. This 

is how the media work, you have to study what they are actually saying and when critical thinking is 

applied, their lies become all too obvious. It comes after Leicester City's Hamza Choudhury apologized for 

using the phrase in a post on X. Critics say the phrase implies the destruction of Israel, but some pro-

Palestinian protesters disagree. The FA also says it will seek police guidance if a player uses it again. 

Choudhury, 26, posted the phrase, often interpreted as supportive of Palestinian nationalism, on Monday 

alongside an image of a Palestinian flag. But that interpretation is disputed by some pro-Palestinian 
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activists who say that most people chanting it are calling for an end to Israel's occupation of the West Bank 

and blockade of Gaza, not the destruction of Israel itself. During Saturday's pro-Palestinian march in 

London, some people in the crowd chanted the phrase, which refers to land between the River Jordan and 

the Mediterranean. Earlier this month, UK home secretary Suella Braverman urged police chiefs to 

consider interpreting the phrase as an expression of a violent desire to see Israel erased from the world. So 

who is Suella Braverman? Does she have any incriminating connection? Yes of course she does, yet more 

bias. She married Rael Braverman, a manager of the Mercedes-Benz Group, whom Braverman described 

as a very proud member of the Jewish community. Prime Minister Rishi Sunak's spokesman said the 

phrase is a deeply offensive chant to many. Sunak and Braverman are both of Indian descent and 

supporting Israel, funny that, moreso if you have read the book FHSTOS. 

 

11/10 Saw an article of Sen. John Fetterman laughing as American veterans against the war protest was 

ongoing. The veterans demanded to see Sen. Gillibrand also, both refused and the police cuffed them and 

arrested them. This is a bigger incident than people think, as A: better activism now is targeting those 

responsible and B: it shows all Americans just how much the system cares for them. Arresting time served 

soldiers for protesting with no threats of violence, has sunk this country to new lows. I am calling on all 

soldiers active or otherwise in support of the Veterans against the war and join them in their fight against 

all wars. These Israeli puppets have to be shut down and made accountable by the public, the media 

supporting them also. An Israeli opinion is met with sympathy and support, yet a Palestinian opinion is met 

with idiot, Anti-Semitic, jihadist, arrested and many other negative words and implications. The question 

for all Americans is: why are we funding, supporting or bowing down to another country? 

 

Israel's president Isaac Herzog says a copy of Hitler's book Mein Kampf was found on the body of a 

Hamas operative at a base they were using in northern Gaza. He said it showed that some in Hamas were 

researching Hitler's antisemitic ideology. Oh come on, that is the oldest tactic ever. Just like the flight plans 

of 9/11 crew and finding the passport of an alleged hijacker? Plus the mass shooter always has white 

supremacist or racist literature? This pro pagan da is getting embarrassing now and for a President to come 

out and show that, shows their complete desperation to turn the tide on the narrative, using 80 year old pro 

pagan da. That was wrong then and is wrong now. 

 

Here is another expose of the deep hidden criminality, although we have warned most charities and non-

profit groups are ostensibly corrupt money laundering and harvesting organizations. Here is another one, 

predictably out of New York. A conversation with the New York State Assembly member who introduced 

the Not On Our Dime! Act, a landmark bill to prohibit charities from financing settler violence. Most New 

Yorkers probably haven’t heard of the Israeli organization Regavim or the Israel Land Fund, Ateret 

Cohanim or Hashomer YOSH. But these organizations and the violence they sponsor, are effectively 

subsidized by New York State in the form of tax-deductible donations to the New York nonprofits that keep 

them alive. Well I never! It’s important for New Yorkers to know what these groups do with the funds that 
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originate in their state. Regavim, for one, is the creation of self-described fascist and homophobe, with 

Finance Minister Bezalel Smotrich, who recently stated; That the Palestinian community of Khan Al-

Ahmar needs to be expelled, not because it is illegal, but because it sits in a strategic area. That will 

determine if, God forbid, there will be an Arab territorial continuum. Among his other greatest hits: it’s a 

mistake that Ben-Gurion didn’t finish the job, Huwara needs to be wiped-out and there is no such thing as 

the Palestinian people. So promoting racism, sexism, violence, extremism and advocating for a total 

elimination of the Arabs? Where is the State Department on that? The FBI? Why hasn’t the IRS revoked 

their non-profit? His organization uses the military courts as well as the group’s connections to the Israeli 

army to displace Palestinians in Khan Al-Ahmar, Masafer Yatta and Susiya. The Israel Land Fund (ILF), 

meanwhile, is the brainchild of another Israeli statesman: Jerusalem’s Deputy Mayor Aryeh King. He 

founded the ILF as a response to the danger of more and more Arabs and non-Jews living and owning land 

all over Israel. That is apartheid in its full form. He has kept himself busy attempting to sue various 

families out of their homes in my neighborhood, Sheikh Jarrah. Hashomer YOSH sponsors settler vigilante 

violence targeting Palestinian farmers and hikers in the occupied West Bank. The infamous Ateret 

Cohanim works to ethnically cleanse Jerusalem’s Palestinian communities in the Old City and Silwan with 

fabricated real-estate disputes. Every year, these organizations receive as much as $60 million from tax-

exempt New York nonprofits like the Central Fund of Israel (CFI). American’s - I will repeat again, that 

$60M is our money being used to exterminate people and their lands. But now there’s a first-of-its-kind 

effort to try to disrupt this New York-to-settlement pipeline. The Not On Our Dime! Act aims to revoke the 

charitable status of the nonprofits that siphon hundreds of millions of dollars into Zionist colonization in 

Palestine, on the basis that they violate International Law and sponsor war crimes. Might I suggest a severe 

highlighting, disruption and boycotting of AIPAC as well? The bill comes as part of a campaign of the 

same name spearheaded by a coalition of several civil rights organizations: The Center for Constitutional 

Rights, The Movement for Black Lives, New York City DSA, the Palestinian Youth Movement, Jewish 

Voice for Peace, US Campaign for Palestinian Rights, Adalah Justice Project, and the Muslim Democratic 

Club. Fantastic and we need more of those types of activists to shut these illegal usurpers down. Following 

a rally on July 20 when over 500 New Yorkers marched in protest from Herald Square to the headquarters 

of the American Friends of Ateret Cohanim, I sat down with New York State Assembly member Zohran 

Mamdani, who introduced the legislation, to ask him about the relevance of this bill for everyday New 

Yorkers and the response among his constituents and colleagues. The conversation has been edited for 

length and clarity. On an annual basis, at least $60 million dollars a year are funneled tax-free through New 

York State-registered charities to Israeli settler organizations. But the US stance on settlements has 

historically been one of empty words. There are over 250 illegal Jewish-only colonies in the occupied West 

Bank, and Israeli bulldozers are breaking ground for more settlements as we speak. Many of the 

organizations targeted by the bill either have solid ties with the Israeli government or have been founded 

by Israeli lawmakers. Yet the US continues to send the Israeli regime $3.8 billion annually. In fact, the 

current administration went so far as to obstruct a resolution at the UN Security Council that would have 
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condemned and demanded an end to settlement expansion. Great stuff and I hope they get many more 

people supporting them, as supporting them is supporting humanity itself. 

 

MY OVERVIEW THOUGHTS AND PONDERINGS: The great duality debate that the media and the 

system always throw up and debate over. Israel or Palestine, Ukraine or Russia. But what about the 

triality? Some people will ask what is the triality? The triality is, what about the people, not stupid country-

based labels. The people, what about them? That is lost by the cold-hearted, zero compassion media 

establishment, but not here. More concerned that Jews are being maligned or declaring Russia and 

Russians are the boogeymen, yet barely a mention of the humanitarian crisis unfolding. What about life? 

What are you actually protecting when you are defending Israel? Think long and hard about that, as I am 

not sure people know why. 

 

The irony in overview should not be lost on listeners, as they are stating now in America, Britain and other 

places, if you are not with Israel you are supporting terrorists. People in America, 5 eyes and NATO 

countries have been supporting terrorists since WW2, by backing their own countries, over 100 countries 

attacked since WW2 by the aforementioned countries, none of whom attacked the said countries. That is 

true sponsored terrorism. 

 

This piece I wrote on Tuesday 7th, having gone through a range of carefully selected media headlines and 

what it reveals is the great media brainwashing counter measures are now being put in place. People are 

being put in fear by op-ed pieces and news media for ever mentioning in the Jewish in bad light. Pity party 

pieces and always the victim and never our fault slogans. Out come the meme Jewish hatred, gas the Jews 

and Holocaust deniers all designed to make the people go silent again. Those in the media like the ABC 

anchor, who was slammed for just describing the Palestinian protest as passionate. This then creates the 

fear in the public. I will ask some questions on this that the public must answer: why is it ok to label, 

abuse, dismiss and question one group of people, but not another group of people who face the same 

issues? Who decided that was the way the world should be ran? How can one group label another country 

Nazis and barbaric for 80 years, yet when the same atrocities occur and the same label is returned, that is 

not acceptable, beyond that it is outrageous. How can one people declare they are more special than 

anyone else, yet rail at another group for allegedly doing the same? How can one religion decide their god 

is above all gods and suggestions otherwise is met with derision and abuse? There are many other 

contradictory examples of this, but hopefully you will get the point. This always the victim and never our 

fault, Day of Atonement for all sins passed onto the goyim, control and greed based decisions to take other 

people’s lands, perpetual wars based on the same thing. Lies about our history in favor of only one group, 

the denigration of all other people and their religions, their manipulation of every countries policies, 

politicians and finances in a bad way. The biggest problem on the planet right now is the media junta, 

lying, biased, mind controlling, coercing, blackmailing, abusing and promoting divisiveness is why the 

people have to fight back and end this contradictory, self-pitying and guilt shaming junta. Their blanket 
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carpet bombing of the media as a counter offensive suggests they are worried now what Finkelstein stated: 

They must never find out who we are or what we have done, for they will hunt us all down. That was my 

fear before I started the series FHSTOS, as the public will be outraged at the depth of the “Jewish” 

deception and deceit against the world. My fear is they will take it out on the ordinary Jewish people 

including those in our own group, which has already started, that is wrong and not fair based on pure 

ignorance. FHSTOS allowed everyone to see there is a difference between one Jew and another, the Jewish 

EL-ites and the ordinary Jew on the streets, who all suffer badly due to these same psychopaths operating 

as Jews, but as we have found out, they are not. The Blueprint provides the solution, of balance being 

restored in and to all walks of life and society. An equal measure of competent people in high level 

positions doing common sense solutions for the benefit of the all. Not as it is currently, where these Jewish 

EL-ites are running everything, they must all be removed from high level and mid-level positions. Why? 

Well it is not because they are Jewish, but because they ran everything badly at best and catastrophically at 

worst. This world is in a mess because of these self-appointed, self-important sacrificial agents using the 

Jewish people and everyone else as mere pawns, cattle or cannon fodder. Not in our name is the brave 

Jewish people’s slogan, not in anyone’s name for us all is the real message. 

 

The discrepancies between the reporting is stark, the blue and red line or pill has been created by the 

media, like some agency-based simulation game. You are either for us or a terrorist, an extremist, taking 

part in hate marches, wails the control machine puppet mouth pieces with alarming regularity. The stream 

of quotes since the last show has gone up over 1000%, a massive campaign to get people on their side or 

blackmailed into being on their side, to spit out an endless stream of derogatory comments against people 

exercising their free will choice. But as you can see with the Israeli junta, that is not allowed under any 

circumstances and out comes the juggernauts of mind memery, fear tactics, intimidation and a range of 

child level name calling, it’s embarrassing. The idiotic Home Secretary Suella Braverman, who is married 

to a prominent Jewish person, called the pro-Palestinian protests as hate marches. Mrs. Braverman, you are 

a complete zero compassioned, harbinger of death, mind-controlled psychopath and not fit for any purpose, 

never mind a government lackey position. Let’s over view this statement shall we, for a month now there 

has been a blitzkrieg in Gaza and troops marching in goose stepping Nazi fashion. That march is killing all 

and sundry, with over 70% of those deaths being women, children and elderly, not to mention the sick, 

injured and dying in hospitals. And all of that is ok, they are Israeli heroes. The same applies elsewhere, 

one group of people march down Pennsylvania Avenue and it is called an inauguration, another group 

marches down and it is declared a riot. Do people not see that? You are being told what to think, believe 

and say by animated figures inside a box, that in common sense terms is Fascism. Yet Fascism as we know 

is declared to be only for the Germans and their people, when in reality land, the Israeli cult where all the 

isms all rolled into one. Yet people who care, who don’t like the killing, the destroying of whole peoples 

are declared as hate marchers. This is the world we live in now, a Hebrewized world of debauchery, deceit, 

death, many of which are children, theft and taxes. Where killing people is celebrated because of one 

stupid book, in overview it is utter unsanity. The key is to observe it and smile, because ultimately in 
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overview it is another desperate act to corral the public to dance to their whims. Some maybe will, but 

many more will rise out of the shadows out of Israeli programs and are beginning to see the daylight of 

truth burst forth like a never ending dawn. Suddenly the figures for the deaths have dwindled to no 

coverage, because you see, only Jewish deaths count. That is what they have and are telling you. 1000 

bombs a day for 6 days mentioned in the last show, an impressive act of overkill, even for the Israelis. 

Interesting name Hamas, the alleged terrorists said to be of Palestinian origin, yet when you split Hamas up 

into Ham as, is that saying that group is operating as Ham? Hamas appears in the Hebrew Bible 60 times it 

means violence, what an apt name in reverse psychology that is. Ham is also one of the favored and 

venerated sons of Noah, you see his story always repeats itself with subtle name changes, translations and 

meanings. The enemy in all of this is, the media. The proponent of lies, mind control and pro pagan da on a 

mass scale, designed to form the opinions and beliefs of a lazy populace. It is because humanity is 

inherently too lazy to research and form their own opinions, that this death cult and their media mouth 

pieces continues. 

 

You have to admire the Israel junta and EL-ites, to only have 16M people and yet were able to stage a 

massive coup on the whole world, going largely unnoticed. It is an impressive feat of stealth, cunning, 

secrecy and manipulation to get that level of control and yet for centuries only the few noticed it. But as 

much as I admire the planning, tenacity and endurance to carry out that plan, the thoughts go towards the 

other 99.8%. What where you doing whilst all of this unfolded? Where were you when they were 

manipulating everyone and masterminding this world coup? The non-thinking people who have finally 

woken up to the lower levels of the narrative, as our THI shows have shown what the public know about 

the Israeli junta, is miniscule to the far bigger and wider picture we have presented. Our book that contains 

very sensitive topics, that a closed mind will declare racism and other isms, is actually showing us all the 

path of togetherness. Closed mind equals more deaths, open mind seeing who the problem is and providing 

adult and fair based solutions leads to a path of redemption. 

 

FHSTOS SECTION: More evidence coming out around or series and book, these maybe seen as pointers. 

 

Putin said Ukraine is not the last we are heading East. Is that a sign we mentioned in the previous shows, 

that this is the start of reclaiming back the planet and some natural order, not psychopathic order? Russia 

will lead the world it was stated, perhaps with our help they and we can. 

 

A wave of migrating farmers from the ancient Middle East may be the reason why modern Europeans don't 

carry as much Neanderthal DNA as today's East Asians do, a new study finds. Neanderthals were created 

by mixing Draco DNA with apes in Africa. All humans with ancestry from outside of Africa have a little 

bit of Neanderthal in them, about 2% of the genome, on average, all courtesy of the Cosmic Genetic 

mixing program. But people with East Asian ancestry have between 8% and 24% more Neanderthal genes 

than people of European ancestry. That's a bit of a paradox, because fossil evidence suggests Neanderthals 
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lived in Europe. Why, then, should East Asians carry more of those genes today? Because science doesn’t 

know what took place in India and the Kali Ma cult mixing to create another variant of human. Remember 

the exiled went West and North. There was an advanced version of Neanderthal called the Hanuman. 

Which is again linked to the Hebrew group, as Hanu is a Hebrew word meaning Lord, Hannu is also 

Hebrew meaning god is gracious and then you have the Jewish festival of Hanu-kkah. There is also a song 

from Psalm 30 called the Song of Ḥănukkāt HaBayit, the Song of the dedication of the House. The House? 

Meaning the House of Israel and not the country. The country is a coup d’etat by the House of Israel, or in 

its correct form Is(is)–Ra-El. Now, a new study posits a solution to this conundrum: While a wave of 

human migration out of Africa before at least 40,000 years ago brought Homo sapiens, who were hunter-

gatherers, into contact with their Homo neanderthalensis cousins and led to interbreeding, a later wave of 

H. sapiens migrating about 10,000 years ago diluted Neanderthal genes in Europe only. Nope, the wave of 

human migration 40K years ago came from other planets, with the arrival of the red, yellow and black 

races. All the rest was Cosmic Genetics games. This was the movement of farmers with minimal 

Neanderthal ancestry from what is today the Middle East and southwestern Asia into Europe. These early 

farmers mixed with local hunter-gatherers, bringing a more H. sapiens-flavored genome to the region. The 

Homo sapiens who settled East Asia by around 60,000 to 70,000 years ago did not undergo this dilution 

from newcomers. Because at 70K years ago, Lucifer brought another race of humanoids here to destroy 

called the jet-black race, hence no dilution. What we propose is a simple explanation, It's just migration 

said study lead author Claudio Quilodrán, a postdoctoral researcher in ecology and evolution at the 

University of Oxford. Yes, but you are not describing or revealing where the migration came from. 

Research suggests that having Neanderthal genes didn't lead to any major survival advantages or 

disadvantages for humans, so natural selection is probably not the reason why some populations carry 

more of these genes than others, Hawks told Live Science. People have suggested that maybe East Asians 

met and mixed with additional Neanderthal populations in parts unknown, such as India or Iran, but this is 

just speculation. Speculation that upon further examination and ignoring the bizaree out of Africa theory, 

non-closed minds will reveal to be true. 

 

Pakistan who is in large parts a member of the white race, has ordered all unauthorized Afghan asylum 

seekers, an estimated 1.7 million people to leave the country by November. A spike in attacks along the 

two countries' border, which Islamabad blames on Afghanistan-based operatives, has escalated tensions 

this year. For Afghanistan-based operatives read the CIA. It has also fueled resentment in Islamabad, so 

they announced a crackdown on illegal migrants. The Taliban government who are CIA puppets, urged 

Pakistan to rethink its unacceptable move. Last week, a blast at a mosque in Mastung city, near the border 

with Afghanistan, killed at least 50 people during a religious celebration. Mr Bugti said there had been 24 

suicide bombings along Pakistan's border since January - more than half of which he blamed on militants 

operating from Afghanistan. Earlier this month, at least 11 people - including a prominent Muslim leader - 

were injured in an explosion in the same district. Pakistan has taken in hundreds of thousands of Afghan 

refugees during decades of war, particularly since the Taliban returned to power in Afghanistan in 2021. 
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About 1.3 million Afghans are registered as refugees while another 880,000 have received the legal status 

to remain, according to the UN. But another 1.7 million people are in the country illegally, those people 

would have to leave the country by the end of the month, whether voluntarily or through a forced 

deportation. If they do not go, then all the law enforcement agencies in the provinces or federal 

government will be utilized to deport them. Afghan officials in Pakistan said local authorities had already 

begun rounding up Afghans - both those with and without legal status to remain. Local state outlet APP 

reported that Islamabad eventually wanted all Afghans in the country to leave - even those with legal status 

and Pakistan residence cards. It cited government sources for its report. All very interesting, as the 

boundaries are being restored and enforced it seems. Just need Iran to remove the CIA, Mossad and Israeli 

puppets now. 

 

MYSTERY SECTION: Here is some interesting word play and thinking by one of our members. With B(e) 

ill Gates planning on seeding the planet with the coming of his new pandemic X. Also with Twitter 

becoming X. X is the 24th letter in the alpha bet, ah the alpha and omega clown financial systems, plus the 

alpha and hydra Draconian’s. The mark X inscribed to not represent but re-present the sign a ture of an ill 

it erate person to delete, cancel or obliterate with a series of x's He x - an evil spell, curse, one that brings 

bad luck, to wish or bring bad luck. Who is the HE is Lucifer/ Satan. He x a gram - a measured unit of 

mass and weight equal to one-thousandth (10 3) there is the number ten again, of a kil o gram. The Jewish 

so-called star (morning star)/sym bol or simply Baal. Good stuff and worth a pondering upon. 

 

An update to the Cosmic Genetics series. In addition, there was the Luciferian Rebellion in 22,326 B.C.E., 

in which Anunnaki and Necromitons from Alpha Centauri, and Zetas and Anunnaki from Nibiru, set up 

their Nibiru Diodic Crystal under (but before the time of) Stonehenge. It was energized by Wormwood 

(Planet X), which has caused Merkabas of basic energy-spiral mechanics to reverse, creating shadow 

selves and severe DNA mutations of life forms on Earth. And people wonder why I don’t trust Merkabas, 

particularly without the +1, which is the gate of no gate. Anyway, those energy-spiral reverses are now 

corrected and we are returning to the harmonic resonance. Other work connected to it is ongoing and 

further reports will be made available as things unfold and or safe to do so. 

 

A long time back there was an experiment, where certain planets were designated to take on the pain and 

traumas to transmute it, this was known as the Luciferic energy. This planet and it’s migrating souls were 

on that list to undertake this task. But like most of their experiments, whether biological, technological or 

genetic based, it all went wrong. This is why we have so many negative people here, they forgot to 

transmute the energies and accepted the dark force energies of negativity. We at THI have tried to change 

that perspective, yet even in our own group we see fears reigning. The concerns over Mewe whilst 

understandable is another example. But if you were that worried about online content, you would never go 

on the internet in the first place. If you were that worried about being spied upon or recorded, why do you 

have a smartphone or a mobile phone at all? Have you forgotten you are the power FSS? Quit the fear and 
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learn to transmute it. The Luciferic energy was only supposed to give about two percent discomfort to the 

human race, but the effect of the excessive masculine component from this Luciferic energy created a 

distortion within the masculine energy, causing humans to amplify all negativity. Simple solution to that is, 

be happy with what you have, not what you haven’t. Be happy you have what you need, not what you 

greed. Be happy with what you have achieved, not what you haven’t. Observe things don’t absorb things, 

particularly of a negative variety. Look at life in a positive way, look at all the positive things being 

exposed now. And the greatest positive is, you have a life at all, there are many who would gladly replace 

being you. 

 

Here is a warning and an awareness point of how when you fall or drop your frequency, untold damage 

with lasting implications can occur to remove it. Staying positive, high vibed, 45/55 and balanced ego 

negates all of this and why it is important to keep up with your shadow and inner work. This is called the 

Black Flowering. Which is interesting on a personal level, when my 4-year-old granddaughter described 

me and her picking flowers and that she gave black flowers to my soon to be ex-wife and my eldest son 

also, both of whom were plotting against me. The Black Flowering are metatronic reversal energies that 

collapse the inner vertical channel and take over the central column of an infected, unaware or possessed 

person. The vertical channel? What is that you may ask? as above so below. The vertical channel is 

escaping from linear time remember. This black flowering places a Black Sun in the heart complex, where 

their crystal heart template should reside. A crystal heart template within you may ask? As within and so 

without. This is a goal of the Black Suns, to genetically mutate Human DNA so that the physical bodies 

can be used as hosts to house their black plasma consciousness. Black plasma consciousness can also be 

seen as the Djinns, being aware of them in your vicinity is of utmost importance. It is a trail of black 

smoke you see in the corner of the eye for those not fully tuned in. Those that are can see it in its full 

version and then deal with it instantly. You cannot ignore what you see or make excuses of maybe it was 

something in my eye or I am seeing things that are not there. If you see something like this – deal with it. 

Why do these turn up? To feed on your energy, intimidate or put you out of balance. The worst thing is 

with these entities, is they offer you negative contracts via thought forms. You have to counteract them 

instantly as well with, I do not consent. How to get rid of Djinns? Create a faraday cage in your mind and 

place it around the room or whole house where the djinn was seen, then return it to Source. That is your 

responsibility to counteract the dark yourself. You have been taught how within THI many times with the 

clearing, centering, grounding and shielding techniques. A lack of technique or not doing it sufficiently is 

the reason the dark is attracted to you, aside from the obvious targeting being connected to this group. I 

have mentioned of humanity being lazy three times prior in this show alone, this is another example of it. 

You have been taught the mystery knowledge in this group and shows, then taught how to counteract it, but 

then ignore it. That is a dereliction of duty to the self initially and also the collective. How can you hope to 

evolve with that level of laziness? You won’t, it’s that simple. Higher evolving requires more personal 

responsibility, there are no spiritual police forces or militaries to protect you here or elsewhere, that is 

down to you and you only. Other circumstances of interference includes heaviness, feelings of doom and 
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gloom, off color and extreme negativity. Which is your own warning sign that something is wrong, why 

ignore it and wait for someone else to tell there is something wrong? Deal with it, tune into it, what is the 

origin of it? How will I counteract it? Is the correct thinking process. The lack of focus on spiritual matters, 

shielding etc is something all of you needs to pay attention to. The lack of awareness of the self and your 

surroundings as well. The lack of focus and attention to details within the self, where the question of 

yourself is, what am I attracting? What am I creating here? What have I manifested for myself? All 

questions better dealt with from the heart, not the mind as given most are lazy in their spiritual path, they 

will end up arguing with the mind to negate it and not deal with it. I know many of you love the mystery 

section of this show, but unless you act upon it, A: I am just wasting my time and B: it is just another piece 

of knowledge. Knowledge is only useful whether it is mystery knowledge or not, if you do something with 

it. You have to transmute the knowledge into spiritual development, intellect and wisdom, just like the 

Santies has told us. The alternative is, everything that has gone before us will continue to repeat, until you 

correct it. Multiple lifetimes of repeating the same lessons? or fix it all in one lifetime and move onto 

higher evolution? 

 

ENDING PIECE: Volume 3 of FHSTOS is now available on Lulu.com and also the THI-show.com 

bookstore. Many thanks to our book team for all their sterling work on not only this book, but several 

others. Volume 3 covers shows 8B, Plus 1 and the epic show 9. Next stage will be either Volume 4 The 

Rus, Aryan and Vedas series or Volume 1 of the ET series with the Aztec crash and the Majestic 12 

document. The great learning curve all of you have undergone during THI has been designed to stretch 

your subset of information and get you thinking for yourself. That is what THI is all about with 

information, stripping bare the lies and presenting a new way of looking, thinking and "seeing" things. 

History, science of many variants, math, language, word magic and spell casting, politics, banking, space, 

mystery school, consciousness, spiritual development and so much more, all in one show. It has been quite 

a journey I am sure you will all agree, a painful one at times as well. As we danced and trampled upon the 

illusion world presented to us and we gladly swallowed hook, line and sinker. But the dark and sinister 

path of illusion and lies is being peeled back like an onion now. Did it make you cry? I am sure it did. The 

ignominy of finding out that much of what you had learned was a lie. The certificates earned in schools 

and colleges, was all about being proficient in learning the lie. The audacity and the subsequent triggers 

you projected onto others, when you found out most of what you portray about yourself, is a lie also. This 

triggers defense and deflection mechanisms, all designed to fool those who have been projected at. It 

worked for most of your life, but not in this current juncture to “time” or space. We have all together 

learned so much about ourselves, plus we all have learned that we were not as truthful as we thought, or as 

nice and caring enough either. These were harsh lessons for all of us, but the cup of life which was filled 

with lies, projections and dark energies, all had to be emptied to replace anew, with something better. But 

by subjecting ourselves to that brings larger benefits, was that something like a ten-times the expansion of 

consciousness can be achieved by subjecting the soul level to tension? This is where the Luciferic energies 

comes in and plays its part. This has been experienced now in all its facets by the human race, and this 
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data-processing of the unresolved problems and negativity throughout the universe results in an 

experiential body of data, which is broadcast to the other billions of races via the human unconscious. This 

enables them to tap into this experiential knowledge and gain the wisdom and expansion on a controlled 

basis, without having to risk the pain and suffering which humans went through and are still continuing 

with, not having awakened in sufficient numbers for critical-mass requirement to produce change. All 

repression, deception and secrecy are surfacing as the species prepares to shift from a third-dimensional 

spectrum to fourth and fifth-dimensional. But the negativity is also under continuous regeneration from the 

interference and infiltration of aliens, creating a complex agenda of different categories of ascension status. 

Negativity becomes all too natural for too many. Change that aspect within you and you are literally 

changing the world, the dynamics and the paradigm. It is all a matter of belief in the self, trust in the self of 

the inner knowing. The Akashic is not external, you are the library. This is why they call it re-searching, 

researching is the external wishing to find out, what the internal already knows. It is a matter of tuning into 

the higher vibrational frequencies and running with them. That requires being in the heart space 

(soul/spirit) as the mind will always confuse you, it has been manipulated that way. Whereby one question 

does not bring one answer, but a multitude of variants = confusion. On my journey I found the best way to 

deal with conundrums or things I didn’t grasp, understand or know at the time was, it is what it is. 

Sometimes years later the external description is found, that decodes inner understandings of previous 

methods or events. We don’t have to know all the intricate details, as the soul/spirit side of us in the heart 

already knows the outcome, the knowledge, the events, the names, the plans and the details. You just have 

to have a trust of it. I and we are on a journey of an undetermined Time-Space event, that is a process of 

progression. It is not a sprint, but more a marathon on a rugged and lonely path. Currently it is the few who 

have undertaken the journey, but maybe more can join us in and out of Time. The human race is 

endeavoring to ascend its consciousness to a fourth-dimensional spectrum, to resolve its duality into unity 

consciousness and in turn resolve the universe duality as originally planned before the fall of man. 

Ascending to a fourth dimensional spectrum? Now where are those missing keys, socks or items 

misplaced? Ponder on that. An additional purpose besides the requirement of resolving the duality is that 

man succeeds in evolving to the fourth-dimensional spectrum while still in body, to make the higher-

spiritual frequencies compatible with the biology level. This is in itself considered unprecedented in the 

history of the universe. Yet again there is no manual for all of this, which means we have to create it as we 

are going along. Perhaps now the often-repeated statement may get more traction now? What are you 

going to create and manifest? All who were here in the beginning, are here now. Why? To correct the past 

and that includes you. Who and what you were in the past is irrelevant. What are you now? Where are you 

now? What is your path? Do you need to change? Will you change? To answer those questions requires 

you to have deep levels of truth, honor and integrity. Some will see this world as a total disaster and wish 

to leave. Leave behind your own mess? Is that not what failed for us all in the past? Can’t face reality? 

Can’t face situations? Can’t face the truth? Can’t face evil? How are you going to evolve by not 

overcoming those hurdles? I see it differently; I see a massive opportunity to bring all the failed 

experiments together as one. A chance to put an end to hierarchy, an end to greed, an end to wars, fighting 
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and an end to scarcity and mere existence. An opportunity to create a living, breathing and thriving 

Galactic Community that we can all be proud of. Avoiding limitation: As one door closes another opens as 

they say. I say why only one door opening when you can create a corridor of them? It is all about what you 

focus upon is it not? What is your intentions? How will you administer them? What are you trying to 

achieve? Quit the limitation as over time it is looked upon as another excuse to do nothing. Science and 

their books does everything to dampen the narrative, twisting it and making it like law, barely 

understandable. Because it is too hard or barely understandable, lazy minded people refuse to look at it. So, 

we have the hamster wheel of science based upon effects, but never the cause and a whole cottage industry 

is born, not of truth, but lies. The example is CERN in Switzerland although there are others dotted around 

the world. The clowns told us they were seeking the god particle (M) what utter bs that is, the god particle 

indeed. Well done science for missing the captain obvious again. The god particle? you do realize you are 

all the god particle? you didn’t know? you are the creator spark FSS. Yet another example of people not 

understanding life, is it not? Time to change it, don’t ya think? 

 

 


